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Brethren,
Summer is almost done and by the time that you read this school has already
started for our children and grand children.
Fall is fast approaching and with it, a time of change.
We now have our new DDGMs for the Districts and a new Grand Master and
new Deputy Grand Master, again a time of change.
In the pages of this issue our Grand Master and Deputy Grand Master speak
about the upcoming changes to our Grand Lodge structure and committees
that will be taking place and are currently in the process of taking place...change
is in the air.
Their messages can be found on page 11 and page 12 respectively in this issue.
While our new Grand Master was serving as the Deputy Grand Master, M.W.
Bro. David J. Cameron spoke at many Lodge events across the province and
talked about change a theme that is often on his mind.
A compilation of the ideas and concerns he spoke about during those speeches
has been provided by our Grand Master starting on page 20.
I encourage you to read this issue, ponder these changes, and speak with your
District deputy Grand Master about them.
Sincerely and Fraternally,
W. Bro. Dan Dignard
Team Lead/Managing Editor
Ontario Mason Magazine.
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The Educational Value of The Ritual
By R.W. Bro. Garnet Schenk

The etymology of the word implies benevolent goodwill
toward humanity and generosity and helpfulness toward
The purpose of the Masonic Ritual is appropriately de- the needy.
scribed in a portion of our own ritual as a “Beautiful
System of Morality Veiled in Allegory and Illustrated by Taking knowledge in is a good starting point but the true
Symbols.” Our symbolism is found throughout our Ma- educational value is a further process of bringing out the
sonic Lodges and includes many of the Working Tools of a innate capacity and ability to interpret and use what has
medieval stonemason. The whole system is transmitted to been learned for his own development and for the good
initiates through the medium of the Masonic Ritual which of society. That is what is expected on an educated Maconsists of lectures and allegorical plays.
son. Like true education, which implies a giving out from
within, the education value of the of the ritual lies in what
A Masonic ritual is described as the scripted words and is forthcoming from a Mason which improves his underactions that are spoken or performed during the degree standing of and the application of the various charges that
work in a Masonic Lodge. Masonic Symbolism is used his own power of thought can bring forth.
to illustrate the principles which Freemasonry espouses.
From time immemorial is a term or phrase that factors Rituals are tools that give us the freedom to take responsiinto the mix. It has special meaning for Masons, in that it bility for the direction and purpose of our lives. Our task
means beyond the living memory of a people and identi- is to seize and shape this freedom as men and as Masons.
fies the historical framework within which created order The ritual in a true sense encourages us to achieve this
has existed. Information flows from the simple world view goal. We are invited by the ritual to make a daily advancerespecting the Creator’s teachings which sets out a holistic ment in Masonic knowledge and to study the liberal arts
approach to life. As our fraternity has been formed and and sciences as may lie within compass of our attainment.
maintained in perfect unanimity and concord it is our The chisel points out the advantages of education by which
duty to transmit the genuine tenets of our time-honoured means alone we are rendered fit members of very well-orinstitution pure and unimpaired from generation to gen- ganized society. Exertion and perseverance are necessary
eration.
for a Mason to achieve a high standard of Masonic education.
When we talk about the educational value of the ritual, we
are talking about a value that goes beyond the idea of the The following are some points as to how the Masonic Ritsimple act of learning information. If we look at the Latin ual links us to things from time immemorial:
derivative for the word education, it comes from “e” out,
“duco” I lead, and “ion” the act of leading out. Masonic • Rituals affirm human mystery and mutability and
education is not just taking in information from outside
connects to the universe. They also serve as a bridge
sources, but it also includes the idea of giving out inforbetween our outer and inner worlds, between the promation. It is more than learning about Freemasonry, it infane and the sacred and between the ordinary and the
cludes a measure of Masonic culture and the capacity for
extraordinary.
service to humanity and the community in general.
• Rituals give us a sense of belonging. Rituals awaken in
us that which is eternal within us and show us how our
The concept of giving out something is identified in our
individual lives are connected and are a part of a much
ritual. A few examples will suffice. The Prayer given at
grander design.
the entrance of the candidate to the Lodge is a plea to the • Rituals remind us of the interconnectedness of all life.
Great Architect of the Universe that the candidate be en- • Rituals also provide a sense of renewal. Rituals are like
abled to display true godliness, to the honour and glory of
oasis in deserts. They provide a time to rest, restore
His Holy Name. Another example is that the candidate is
ourselves on the winding path through life. They also
asked if he has a general desire for knowledge that would
help us to re-evaluate and reaffirm that we are on the
render himself more serviceable to his fellow creatures.
right path.
The charity lecture also has something to say about giving. • Rituals take us out of the ordinary things of life and
“Freemasonry: The once and future thing.”
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•

•
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•
•

transport us to a sacred space. Rituals create mystical
and mysterious of symbolic reenactment.
Rituals give us a way to connect to our heritage. They
act as a bridge between past and the future and they
help us access, honour, and strengthen our Masonic
identity.
The ritual process provides a sense of stability and an
ongoing way to structure our lives.
Rituals give meaning to our Masonic journeys and a
sense of purpose in our lives. The practice of rituals
over time has the power to transform us.
The Masonic Ritual gives us the necessary tools for
co-creating our own lives.
Rituals help us balance the work of our outer and inner lives and aid us in the expression of our soul and
spirit.

Our Masonic Ritual sends the individual Master Mason
on a journey towards the “center from which he cannot
err”. Thus, to be a true Master Mason was not just to attain
knowledge for oneself, but to convey that knowledge to
those who would follow. If we refer to paragraph three,
page one where we defined the word education, we get almost the identical idea. To appreciate the true educational
value of the Ritual we must give out that information and
knowledge by our words, deeds and actions through service to humanity, the community in general and by reverence and gratitude to the G.A.O.T.U.

References
The Book of the Work; Grand Lodge of A.F. & A.M. of
Canada in the Province of Ontario.
Strengthening the West Gate; Grand Lodge of A.F. & A.M
Strengthening the West Gate, the Strategic Plan for Growth of Canada in the Province of Ontario.
and Vitality of Freemasonry in Ontario supports the con- Manual for Masonic Instructors and Students; Grand
cept of the educational value of the Ritual. First, it states Lodge of A.F. & A.M of Canadian the Province of Ontario.
that the fundamental reason why Grand Lodge undertook The Hidden Code in Freemasopnry;by Robert V. Lund;
the development of a Strategic Plan was to reaffirm why Published by Robert V Lund, Mississauga.
Freemasonry exists in Ontario and what it wants to ac- Rituals Help us Celebrate our Lives; Psychology Today.
complish in the foreseeable future.
Why Rituals are still Relevant Today; Alison Bone.
Wikipedia; Ritual defined.
Other statements in the plan that support the educational The Educational Value of Freemasonry; M.W. Bro. I. R.
value of the Ritual include the following:
Smith.
Religion and Ritual; Internet Research.
• Ensuring the timeless vitality of Freemasonry.
• Freemasonry is the current custodian of a “way of life”,
or “a manner of living, working and serving”.
• Building is what Masonry is all about; building a better person, a better community, and a better world –
all in that order.
• The Mission Statement of Grand Lodge has at its core
the Masonic virtues of Brotherly Love, Relief, and
Truth.
All the above points have a clear connection to our Masonic Ritual.
Clearly expressed in the words of the strategic plan, “it is
there to transmit the Ritual, Philosophy, and Governance
of the Craft to the next generation of Masonic Leaders in
a manner that will demonstrate that we have diligently applied those lessons taught on the Lodge room floor.”
The work has stood the test of time. The work is so eloquently fashioned, its phrases have a certain cadence that
they tend to describe, with a measuring all their own. The
proper portrayal of the Ritual will make the candidate feel
that it was meant especially for him.
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Grand Installation
20

19

The 82nd Grand Master for the Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of
Ontario was installed on the 17th Day of July 2019 in the Grand Hall at the
Royal York Hotel, Toronto, in a ceremony witnessed and exceedingly enjoyed
by the Brethren. M.W. Bro. David J. Cameron has now reached the highest
position in Freemasonry and with his knowledge, wisdom and experience he is
now able to lead this organization and to make sure we progress forward .

The piping in of the Grand Lodge officers.
“Freemasonry: The once and future thing.”
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To the right:
M.W. Bro. David J. Cameron, the new Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of
Ontario, receiving his collar.
Below:
M.W. Bro. David J. Cameron, the new Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of
Ontario, receiving his cuffs.

All pictures from the Grand Installation and the
Grand Lodge proceedings provided by the Grand
Lodge Photographer V.W. Bro. Douglas Lane.
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R.W. Bro. Thomas W. Hogeboom, the new Deputy Grand Master of the Grand
Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario, receiving his collar and apron.

The Grand Master M.W. Bro. David J. Cameron and the Deputy Grand Master
R.W. Bro. Thomas W. Hogeboom congratulating each other after their Installation.

“Freemasonry: The once and future thing.”
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The 2019/2020 Masonic Year District Deputy Grand Masters.

All pictures from the Grand Installation
and the Grand Lodge proceedings provided by the Grand Lodge Photographer
V.W. Bro. Douglas Lane.
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From the Grand Master...
Brethren,
Thank you for electing me as your Grand Master. It is a
great honour and I feel a great responsibility to deliver on
what I have been preaching for the last few years.
My motto for my term is going to be “Freemasonry: the
once and future thing”, or in Latin, as all good mottos
should be “Res quondam resque futurus”. I have adapted
this from Sir Thomas Mallory’s book about King Arthur,
published in 1485. I just changed a couple letters, in each
language.
I thought about using “Back to the Future” but that is
copyrighted and evokes visions of DeLoreans and flying
skateboards, and it is not what I mean. While we should,
indeed must, embrace it, technology alone will not save
us. We must look back to what our forefathers did when
Freemasonry was smaller but growing.
In 1905 we had 35,000 Masons in 386 lodges. We had 22
districts, a Board of 20, and nine Grand Lodge Committees. We now have less than 33,000 Masons but we still
have a superstructure built for over 100,000.
During this cold winter of disillusionment, we must
prune before we can grow strong again. We need to
prune Grand Lodge, Districts, Lodges, even our individual activities. We cannot continue to burn ourselves out
trying to be all things to all people. We must concentrate
on the quintessence of Freemasonry.
We have a template for achieving this. It’s called the
Strategic Plan. It surprises me that it is so relevant because it was first written almost a decade ago, or maybe
I shouldn’t be surprised. The four themes still apply: we
want to ensure the timeless vitality of Freemasonry; we
need to reaffirm the Lodge room as the dynamic centre of Masonry; we will rebuild our Craft one man at a
time; and we must align Freemasonry’s timeless value to
today’s modern culture.
One of my favourite quotations is from Antoine de
Saint-Exupéry, the aviator, philosopher, and yes, children’s author: "When you want to build a boat, don't start
by collecting wood, cutting planks and assigning tasks,
but instead awaken in the hearts of men a desire for the
great and vast sea."

In my speeches, including this one, I hope to achieve this.
But we also have to continue the actions started by my
predecessors.
Dr. Albert Schweitzer, the famous organist who became a
physician and then went to Africa as a medical missionary, once said: “Example is not the best way to influence
others; it’s the only way.”
So we’re setting an example by restoring Grand Lodge to
the right size.
This year we will further reduce the number of Committees. The core pillar committees will be chaired by
members of the Management Committee and made up
predominantly of the members of the Board of General
Purposes. They will, using the Strategic Plan, decide what
activities and programs we will use, share them with
Management, and only then start to recruit the Brethren
with the skills needed to implement them. We are going
to put the horse in front of the cart.
Those are my goals for Grand Lodge – the practical and
the inspirational - to lead by example, and to awaken in
your hearts a desire for the great thing that Freemasonry
was, and can be again – the once and future thing.
Let’s make it happen.

David J. Cameron
Grand Master

“Freemasonry: The once and future thing.”
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From the Deputy...
My Brethren:

with the Grand Lodge Committees too.

It is with the greatest of pleasure and pride that I greet you
for the first time as Deputy Grand Master of the Grand
Lodge of Ancient Free and Accepted Masons in the Province of Ontario! My sincere thanks to each one of you who
attended our last Annual Communication to confirm this
election. It is a great responsibility that I humbly except
and, with your continued support and encouragement,
feel confident that we can continue to make Freemasonry the greatest experience that men can share. I want to
thank every Brother who has mentored me over the last
thirty-nine plus years of my Masonic career and especially
those who were there for Cheryl and I over the last year.

We have asked the Pillar Chairman to review all of the
Grand Lodge programs with the exception of the Standing
Committees listed in the Constitution and decide if they
should continue as is, be revised or dropped if their time
has passed and to continue them would not assist us in
achieving our strategic goals and objectives.

The Grand Lodge Committees are divided into two groups
– the Standing Committees are the nine which are detailed
in the Constitution under Section 135 and their powers
and duties under Section 136. The second are the Special
Committees that have been created over time to facilitate
special programs for the support of Masonry in Ontario.
This number has mushroomed over the years to the extent
that at one Board meeting we heard thirty-eight different
reports from a dedicated line-up of Chairman and Team
Leaders.

We are planning on fewer Committees than in years past
but exactly how it will look will be determined after the
Pillar Chairman have met with their respective teams and
the Management Committee meets in mid-August.

The renewal process started at our first short Board meeting on Wednesday night after the Grand Master’s Banquet at the last Annual Communication when the Board
of General Purposes was asked to look at the ‘big picture’
of Grand Lodge Committee structure with a direction to
think about downsizing. A week later, the Management
As President of the Board of General Purposes and with Committee received Pillar responsibilities for program
the support of our Grand Master, the first task we have as execution and reporting. At the same time, they were told
a Management Team and, in cooperation with the Man- which other members of the Board would be on their
agement Committee of your Board of General Purposes, Committees to assist with the brainstorming and then deis to put a Committee structure in place to deliver the pro- livery of the same. Shortly after, all of the Board members
grams of our Grand Lodge with the proper manning as were informed as to which Pillar they would be serving
needed.
under this year, including the Chairmen of the Standing
Committees.
For the coming year, all Committees have been grouped
under the five pillars of our Strategic Plan, each headed by Next the Committees all met with the same renewal oba member of the Management Committee: Craft Steward- jective to make a case for each of the Committees staying
ship and Masonic Education by R.W. Bro. Jamie Ireland; as such or shutting them down as unnecessary to meet our
Membership by R.W. Bro. John Hay; Communication by strategic goals and objectives at this time. Just because we
R.W. Bro. Tom Siemiernik; Operations by R.W. Bro. Rich- have run a program for years, does not necessarily mean
ard Kaufman and Community Outreach by R.W. Bro. Art we should continue. If it has not been productive, perhaps
Di Cecco. It is an excellent collection of very dedicated it should be stopped, and we are sure there are some new
Masons and a good mix of veterans plus the latter two new ideas we should try. Each pillar has been charged with
Management Committee members. The Strategic Plan is working out a plan and a budget to complete that plan of
on the Grand Lodge web site and I would highly recom- which the Management Committee will be meeting to demend it for your review.
cide how to move forward.

Now I know you will want to tune in next month to follow
the renewal of your Committee of General Purposes and
the Grand Lodge programs so be sure to look for the next
edition!

Thomas W. Hogeboom

This year will continue the recent trend in downsizing Deputy Grand Master
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You are Part of the Message
By R.W. Bro. Garnet E. Schenk

voice, and body? Answers to these questions not only help
define your own communications skills but also who you
Communications is more than words. George Bernard are and how others perceive you. All communications
Shaw recognized that fact years ago in his short crisp state- is a dialogue. You are selecting and sending symbols by
ment “The single biggest problem with communications is words, facial expressions, etc. and the audience is sending
the illusion that it has taken place.” A simple definition symbols back. We must read the symbols that are coming
of human communications for work on the Lodge floor back; have we connected or is it a blank stare?
consists in its simplest form of a source (you) transmitting
a message to a receiver (candidate/audience) in order to It is our job while engaged in work on the Lodge floor to
in order to teach a lesson. You, the communicator play a paint a verbal picture for the candidate and the members.
very important role in the process of getting a message We do not change the ritual but we communicate the lesacross and understood. To put it more clearly, if you are son of the ritual as intellectual light in the mind so that the
not an asset, you may be a liability to the communication candidate appreciates the beginning of knowledge, insight
process.
and understanding. The trick is to make the material your
own, supported by the appropriate emotion, gestures and
There are three elements in the communications process facial expressions. Keep in mind, that if you communicate
on the Lodge floor. They are words, tone of voice, and that you care, the candidate and other listeners will care
body language. The first category, words, is known as ver- and your voice will move up and down gracefully. If you
bal communications. The last two are known as nonverbal care about the material you are delivering you must learn
communications. All three play a part in communicating absorb moods and the signals the candidate and the auon the Lodge floor. There is truth in William Carlos Wil- dience are generating. What is that feeling? Are you conliams statement that, “It is not what you say that matters necting with them? Use the eyes to sense and detect the
but the manner in which you say it; there lies the secret attitude and mood of the listeners.
of the ages.” The ritual tells us what to say in a lecture or a
charge, but the manner in which we deliver the material There are four elements or essentials of good communiis the speaker’s responsibility. We have the opportunity to cator. They are simple but they do require some work and
connect with and engage the candidate and the brethren. effort. You can practice them in every communication situation. The elements are: be prepared; make others comResearch shows that we start to make up our minds about fortable; be committed and be interesting.
other people within the first seven seconds of meeting
them. Protocol and Etiquette, dress code, posture, eye Be Prepared: Good preparation gives the listener the concontact and how we position ourselves to work on the fidence that you know what you’re talking about. Good
Lodge floor are all part of making that first impression in preparation also includes rehearsing the material so that
the communications process. They can be positive or they you can emphasize certain words and phrases to intensify
can be negative; the goal is to be positive. We must nev- their meaning. If you don’t prepare and rehearse you set a
er forget that in the total or composite communications poor example for the Order and miss the opportunity to
process we all send messages and we all receive messages. make a good impression for yourself and the organization.
Signals are being sent and signals are being received. It is
a two way channel.
Make Other Feel Comfortable: To make others feel comfortable you have to have to be comfortable with yourself.
It is important to think of your role in the communica- If you are striving to be comfortable with yourself, you
tions process. What sort of impression do you think you make others feel comfortable in the interpersonal comare making in the first seven seconds? How aware are you munications process. A good place to start is to appreciate
of the verbal and nonverbal signals that you are sending people. If you genuinely appreciate people you will make
to others in a face to face situation? How aware are you them feel more comfortable and they will sense it in the
of the underlying messages sent by the eyes, the face, the way you relate to them.
Page 14
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Be Committed: Commitment shows on the Lodge floor.
If you know what you are saying, why you are saying it
and if you care enough about what you are saying to the
candidate and/or the members of the Lodge, you will say
it well. You can be become good communicators if you
are committed to the task. Learn to demonstrate and show
commitment to others. Your actions and conduct will reflect your level of commitment to Freemasonry.

are a big part of the message.
References:
Roger Ailes with Jon Kraushar, You are the Message
(Dow Jones- Irwin)
Mark Bowden, Winning Body Language (McGraw Hill)
Robert Phipps, Body Language (Capstone)

Be Interesting: Being committed to the subject matter
you are delivering to the candidate and members goes a
long way toward making an interesting and inspiring delivery. Jon Kraushar, a noted teacher in communications
says “facts provide the information and emotion provides
the interpretation”. Emotion is what you personally bring
to the communications process. A good communicator
knows how he personally feels about what is going on.
When you are aware of your own emotions you can communicate in the right tone of voice to others. The qualities
of emotional balance and a good attitude are important to
communication on the Lodge room.
The lecturer on the Lodge floor has the responsibility to
ensure that communication has taken place. To that end it
is useful to think in terms of asking yourself a few simple
questions. Who is my audience? What do I want my audience to remember as result of what I say? Why should the
audience listen to me? As you think it through and answer
these questions you will recognize that to be a good communicator you will need to invest sufficient time. There is
no substitute for thorough preparation and rehearsal. You
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Since 1958 the Blood Donor Committee of the Grand Lodge of A. F. & A. M.
of Canada in Province of Ontario has worked hard to ensure that all Masons
know about the work of the of Canadian Blood Services and are encouraged to
give Blood!
At the Annual Communication of Grand Lodge in July of 2018 is was recommended by the Management Committee and approved by the membership to
discontinue the Blood Donor Committee of Grand Lodge.
However, it is highly recommended that the Brethren of the Jurisdiction

continue to give blood! It is a noble act of charity which does more good than we
will ever know.

It was the mandate of the former Committee to promote the selfless act of giving
blood and to keep records of the number of donations that were given throughout the Jurisdiction.
To use a phrase often mentioned by our Deputy, R.W. Bro. David Cameron
GIVING BLOOD SAVES LIVE-KEEPING STATISTICS DOES NOT

Click Here to find a clinic near you
“Freemasonry: The once and future thing.”
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What You Missed @ Grand Lodge

Past Grand Masters and the current grand Master attending the grand Lodge proceedings.

Manning the MasoniChip booth.
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Three young ladies at the Rainbow Girls booth.

The College of Freemasonry booth.
“Freemasonry: The once and future thing.”
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Change...

a compilation from speeches given while DGM.

by M.W. Bro. David J. Cameron, the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario.

How many Masons does it take to change a light bulb?
Change?
Despite what it says in our Installation ceremony, Masonry has indeed changed through the years, as it has adapted to
the social circumstances in which our brethren found themselves.
In the 20th Century there were two large anomalous peaks in initiations - one after each of the world wars. In the 1920’s
they thought the boom in membership would continue forever and they undertook the building of huge temples, with
multiple Lodge rooms, ballrooms and meeting rooms, even swimming pools and bowling alleys. R.W. Bro. Allan Casalou, the Grand Secretary of California, called the 20th century “Cathedral Masonry” and even though we don’t have
the glorious edifices like Detroit and Buffalo, all over our province we built structures larger than we needed.
The number of men joining after the second war was even greater than after the first. Our numbers swelled to the largest in history, and we built even more buildings. The returning veterans wanted to continue the camaraderie they exPage 20
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perienced in the wartime forces. Although there was no official policy change, this influx, the largest we have ever had,
subtly changed Masonry as education on the philosophy and symbolism of Freemasonry took a back seat to dances and
charitable endeavours. And building issues.
Changes yes; official or thought-out, no.
In the cathedral era we came to judge success by numbers. Our fraternity was the greatest in the world because it was
the largest. A Lodge was a successful Lodge because they had 12 new candidates last year. A degree was a success because of the number of members present, rather than because the candidate had a transformative experience.
Our membership peaked in 1960 at 136,000 members. Now we have 33,000. But we have a Grand Lodge structure
created for over 100,000 members, and geared to continual growth. We have tried to rectify this by reducing the size
of the Board. In 1905 we had 35,000 Masons in 386 Lodges. We had 22 districts, a Board of 20, and nine Grand Lodge
committees, one of which was the Committee on Fraternal Dead, which compiled the list of Necrology for the Proceedings, and another was the Committee on Printing and Supplies, tasks now done by the office.
We’ve now got it down to 12 committees, and we’ve changed the nature of our committees. No longer do we have Board
members each working on their own project. We are bringing them together as the planning and decision making body
of Grand Lodge, as the Board was meant to be.
Grand Lodge has been fretting over decreasing membership for more than a generation now, and what we have done
hasn’t been working.
R.W. Bro. Russell Staye has said, of our response:

“What follows is what I think of as a period of what I refer to as 1960’s solutions. Essentially programmes consisting of structured social events, the belief that if only you can train the member to do
everything the “right way” all may yet be well, and the desire to engage in events to present the organization to the public in a favourable light.
However well-intentioned these ideas are, they actually create stress upon the membership. Because
the numbers are not what they once were, but the quantity and scope of initiatives has increased, those
dedicated brethren who remain bear an ever increasing load of responsibilities.”
But we are losing members, so we should do more things:

•
•
•
•

programs to inform them,
programs to attract them,
programs to keep them,
programs to track them.

STOP!
Sometimes what we should do seems counterintuitive. Maybe we shouldn’t do more; perhaps we should do less!

Zen – less is more.
less committees, less programs, demand less things of Lodge secretaries, demand less things of Worshipful Masters.
“Freemasonry: The once and future thing.”
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Do one thing, but do it extremely well.
A few years ago I pictured a keen new Worshipful Master. He wants to do a good job so he decides to use some of those
Grand Lodge programs which he has often heard visitors in dark blue promoting. So he sits down and starts to read
the programs. He reads the first one, then the next, and the next. I counted how many different GL programs there
were – there were 38!
He only gets 30 out to a meeting so there is no way he can even assign a chairman to run every program. So he just
gives up.
We have too many programs. Less is more.
Back in 1905 Lodges averaged 90 members. We had 22 districts. And districts averaged 18 lodges.
Every year 22 men out of 35,000 got the privilege to lead their brethren. They had to line up for it. That’s where rotation
systems came from – so no Lodge would lose out on that honour. But now we have to find 41 men out of 33,000 to be
DDGM. And we’re having trouble finding enough willing to put their name forward.
Thirty years ago we decided to offer more training to our DDGM hopefuls. We made a course; ten years ago we made
it mandatory. Then we made it more comprehensive; then we made it shorter. How did that work? We’re now moving
to offer a less time consuming way to prepare. Is that the answer? I don’t know - less is more.
Will two year terms solve the problem? Mergers of districts? Either would restore us to the old ratio.
But how about we look at our Zen solution?
Maybe we should convince all the DDGMs to do less.
The only duties a DDGM must do, according to the Constitution, is one official visit to each Lodge, and attend the
annual communication. Are men unwilling to take on the task of DDGM because they must be out every night of the
week? Does Grand Lodge require that? No. That’s local expectation.
Sometimes the path we should take seems counterintuitive. If it wasn’t so time intensive, maybe more would step forward.
Here’s another issue I hear time and again: young Masons not wanting to take a chair.
R.W. Bro. Leyland Muss and the Brother to Brother Committee did a survey in 2013 asking E.A.s who had recently left
Masonry why they left – No. 1 was work or family time conflict – at 55%.
Now we originally discounted that – family is sacrosanct, and how can we affect their work environment? But is that
really what they meant, or was it a polite way to say that the demands of Masonry are too much? They don’t have the
time for what we expect.
We still tell people the famed one night a month lie. Where did this come from? Was it once really one night a month?
When and how did it become several nights a week? Again, I postulate the change was in the 20th century.
Work really was 9-5, done at 5, no paperwork to catch up on, no presentation to prepare for the next day. A man came
home, there was a nice home cooked meal on the table and then his wife cleaned up and put the kids to bed. It’s now
2019. Sometimes it is the father who cooks supper for the kids as mother is working a late shift. Sometimes he’s a single
father.
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How can we make it so young men can gain the teachings of Freemasonry in their lives that are so
different?
We need to address their present situation. We don’t want to simply make it simpler or faster, like all-the-way-in-oneday classes. We want to transmit our time honoured traditions in a meaningful and impactful way, while respecting our
members’ time. Not less is more, but maybe “less often but more intense” is more. Things for us all to ponder, and act
upon! I believe, as a start, we need to stop trying to be everything to everyone. Focus on what is quintessential about
Masonry and drop the rest.

It’s as simple as that. And it’s also as difficult as that. That is our challenge.

Footnotes:

1) Casalou, Allan, from a speech given to the North American Conference of Grand Masters in Indianapolis in 2018
2) Proceedings 1962
3) Proceedings 2019
4) Proceedings 1905
5) Staye, Russell, “Masonry in the Round”, a speech given in Ottawa in 2010
6) “Understanding Reduced Retention Rate: A study of the progress and retention of initiates, July 1, 2010 to December 31, 2013”, Brother2Brother Committee, GLCPO 2014
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“What we do to teach good men to become better men.”
...or, how does Masonry take good men and make them better?

							

By M.W. Bro. Allan J. Petrisor

Editor’s Note: This article first appeared in the Fall 2009 issue of the Ontario Mason Magazine.
When a man joins Freemasonry, he has no concept of
what is about to take place nor any real idea what the organization is about.
How do men become better men? I shall try to answer that
with the following random thoughts:
The obligations that are taken in the Three Degrees instil
in us a feeling whereby one would not want to violate his
oath.
Fraternizing with other like-minded Brethren keeps us on
the straight and narrow.

The example set by the Brethren that we meet and trying
to live up to the expectations of these Brethren behoves us
to try our best. We do not want to let them down.
Through repetition of the Ritual and understanding of
the Work we, just as in reading the Holy Volume, become
more aware of what it is to be a Mason and how one should
act as a Mason.
Our Constitution gives us a pattern for living with our
neighbours, our Lodge members, our families, our God,
and a guide to our behaviour within and without the
Lodge and our civic responsibilities.

Attending Lodge meetings regularly, learning memory
work, planning meetings, sitting on the executive, taking We are taught to cultivate Brotherly Love. We are taught
part in the Chairs, obligates us to our responsibilities to- that all men are equal. We believe in the immortality of
wards the Craft in such a way that we have little time for the soul.
idle thoughts or deeds.

“Freemasonry: The once and future thing.”
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If one takes to heart and into practice all one learns both
in the Ritual and in the Constitution, then I feel that gradually, one cannot help but become a better person.
When search “making good men better” in the Google internet search engine, nine out of the first 10 hits take you
to Masonry. The same holds true for Yahoo.
One of the hits is a video on You-Tube. It’s a black background with a greyish-white set of a Square, Compass and
the letter ‘G’. A Gregorian plainsong is quietly sung in the
background.

He takes part in teaching others the Masonic way of life
and in doing so he has learned more than those he has
taught.
Hundreds of lessons have come his way and his life is made
richer, better, happier and more satisfying in every way. By
upholding the basic tenet of Freemasonry, “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you,” he has learned
that it is more blessed to give than to receive.
This is how “Masonry Makes a Difference” in a man’s life
and how he becomes a better man and the effect shows in
our homes, our Lodges and in our communities.

One word appears on the screen then fades to present the
next word and then the next, and the next ….and for the Recently a Master Mason proposed the toast to the G.M.
next 92 seconds, 19 words are presented.
and G.L. at one of our major receptions. He so wanted to
What are some of the words?
become a Mason that he literally had to stop someone in
his car who had a Masonic emblem and that then led to
HONOUR, LOYALTY, FRIENDSHIP,
him becoming a Mason.
RESPECT, VALUE, FRATERNITY,
EXEMPLARY, ENLIGHTENMENT,
On the night he received his Third Degree, after the cerTRUTH, CHARITY,
emony, he pulled out a crumpled piece of paper with the
FAMILY, KNOWLEDGE, TRADITION.
above poem that he had scribbled on it.
These are some of the words that appear, and are connect- Brethren, in conclusion, it is not the Masons who make
ed to the term “making good men better”.
the man better, but the man himself when subjected to
Masonry’s teachings.
The phrase “making good men better” has long been associated with our gentle Craft. But what is a better man? One Thank you,
who merely passes through the degrees receives little, and
will never be a Mason in the truest sense of the word. He M.W. Bro. Allan J. Petrisor
must first put something of himself into it, by working at (Many of the thoughts above have been acquired over
it, studying it, learning its lessons and practicing them in many years from many great Masonic writers whose efhis everyday life and actions. He will then begin to receive forts are gratefully acknowledged.)
that for which he began to search as an Entered Apprentice Mason.
By giving of himself, his time his ability without any kind
of reward, a Mason gains many things whether he accepts
an office or just works in the Lodge.
He learns how to speak in public, he learns how to conduct a meeting, he learns how to interact and get along
with others, he learns reverence for the Great Creator, he
learns how to pray, he learns how to walk uprightly and
proudly as a Mason, he gains a better understanding of
human nature, its weaknesses and its strengths under
different conditions, he makes lifelong friends, he shares
in the happiness and sorrows of others, he improves his
habits, and learns courtesy, he practices tolerance with a
smile.
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Thoughts On Communication
and The Ritual
By R.W. Bro. Garnet E. Schenk, FCF
The following discussion paper addresses a few questions related to communications in Freemasonry in our Grand
Jurisdiction, the Grand Lodge of A.F. & A.M. of Canada in the Province of Ontario. They include the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

How is communications defined?
What do we mean by ritual?
Why is communications different for Masonry than most other organizations?
What are some of the challenges?

The aim of Freemasonry is to teach a way of life and to building character. Teaching and the building of character imply
that instruction and useful information must be communicated to preserve the timeless Masonic initiatory system as
a framework for all good me to transform their lives through the enduring tenets of brotherly love, relief and truth.
Rebuilding The West Gate states that “Building is what Masonry is all about: building a better person, a better community, a better society and a better world all in that order.” That statement clearly indicates that communication must
take place if the outcome is to be achieved. “Ensuring the timeless vitality of Freemasonry in Ontario”, requires a good
understanding of the communications process.

Definitions:
The New World Dictionary defines communications as the act of transmitting information, signals, or messages by
talk, gesture or writing. It is to impart or make known. The definition also suggests a close sympathetic relationship as
well as transmitting information through symbols. For the purpose of this paper I use the above statement as working
definition.
The word “Ritual” comes from the Latin word “ritualis” which means ceremonial form. It is within that ceremonial
form or framework that the ritual provides for an expression of a continuity of ideas that can assist in ensuring the
Timeless Vitality of Freemasonry.

Elements of Communication:
There are three commonly understood elements in the communications process on the Lodge floor. They are words,
tone of voice, and body language. The first category, words, is known as verbal communications. The last two are known
as nonverbal communications. All three play a part in the communicating process. The ritual provides the framework
for the delivery of a lecture or a charge, but the manner in which we deliver the material is the speaker’s responsibility.
The onus is upon the lecturer or speaker to use those three elements to connect with and engage the candidate and the
brethren in the process.
Communications is more than words. George Bernard Shaw recognized that fact years ago in his short crisp statement
“The single biggest problem with communications is the illusion that it has taken place.” Research shows that we start
to make up our minds about other people within the first seven seconds of meeting them. Protocol and Etiquette, dress
“Freemasonry: The once and future thing.”
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code, posture, eye contact and how we position ourselves to work on the Lodge floor are all part of making that first
impression in the communications process. I had the privilege to sit in Lodge at a visitors’ night recently when a candidate was initiated. The Lecture in the E.A.D., generally given by the J.W., was given by a guest lecturer who was a consummate communicator. When he rose to start his work he established an immediate connection with the candidate
through a few well-chosen words which made the candidate feel part of the impending lecture. He not only connected
with the candidate but also with every Mason in the Lodge that evening. He communicated the lesson as intellectual
light to every Mason’s mind. It was also visible that the lecturer knew he connected with everyone in the Lodge. The
candidate’s attention was given to every word, movement and gesture with obvious anticipation.
Why do communications differ from that of communications in many other organizations?
It differs from the fact that we have an abiding respect for the ancient landmarks and charges of the Order that we are
required to protect and uphold. If the landmarks were removed it would not be Freemasonry. In the E.A.D we learn that
Masonry is a beautiful system of morality, veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbols. That bit of knowledge indicates
that there is a communications challenge that few other organizations face when it comes to both internal and external
communications.
Freemasonry as an organization is a principle centered Fraternity. Brotherly love, relief and truth are set out as ideals
in the charge in E.A.D. as well as in the final charge in the Installation Ceremony. The ideal of a way of life and the
building of character that goes with it are not found as a part of the strategic framework and structure of many other
organizations. It does have an impact on how we communicate internally and externally. The vision and mission set out
in Rebuilding the West Gate distinguishes us and sets us apart.
Much of the process of communications for learning and growth in Masonry is lateral rather than upward or downward. Examples include programs and material available from Grand Lodge such as B2B, F2F, Officer Progression,
Mentoring and floor work can become very effective by engaging people in the process of opening the mind to insight,
understanding and knowledge.

Challenges:
Non-verbal communications is much more important in Masonry than many members realize. Protocol and Etiquette,
dress code, posture, tone of voice, gestures, eye contact and how we position ourselves to work on the Lodge floor are
all part of effective communications for Lodge work. Our conduct, what we do and how we act are important aspects
of communications. The sense of commitment, our energy level and emotional conviction that we display add to the
impact of how we portray and convey an idea. The range of interpretation that we can provide to the candidate through
non-verbal communication is a powerful tool.
The outcomes of our Masonic conduct are in a sense intangible; they can be observed in active operation, they can be
understood, internalized and lived, but not handled or touched. We are instructed to let our actions distinguish us as
men and as Masons for the cause of good. We are never to proclaim what we have done, will do or can but where need
is we take up the challenge to accomplish our work in the sphere of our daily life.
The task of every Mason is to strengthen the fundamental principles of the Order, brotherly love, relief and truth and
bring into active operation the four cardinal virtues , temperance, fortitude, prudence and justice. To communicate
effectively we need to strengthen rhetoric. Rhetoric simply stated is the art of effective or persuasive speaking to add
force and elegance to our words and it provides the opportunity to connect with the candidate and the brethren.
Marshal McLuhan, a former communications guru is coming back into vogue. He coined the phrase “the medium is
the message”. That phrase is applicable to the communications processes in Freemasonry. We are the messengers and
we are the medium. It is how we are perceived, how we act, live and conduct ourselves that will either raise and confirm
the profile of Masonry or detract from it. The effectiveness of the messenger, the message and the medium has a big
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stake in raising the profile of Masonry internally and externally.
The 80-20 rule or Pareto Principle seems to be alive and well in Masonry as an organization. 80% of the work is done
by 20% or less of the members. Proper use of the Grand Lodge communication tools such as B2B, F2F, Mentoring
Programs, Officer Progression and the College of Freemasonry Courses are effective tools to expand the 20% ratio of
the rule. Effective use of the communications tool kit will assist in ensuring the timeless vitality of Freemasonry in this
Grand Jurisdiction.

Closing Thoughts:
- We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.
- The things that matter most should never be at the mercy of things that matte least.
- The four cornerstones of communications are: consistency, sincerity, courtesy and
friendliness.
- We communicate the meaning of the Craft by how we live the Craft.
References:
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